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We investigate tunable acoustic absorption enabled by the coherent control of input waves. It relies

on coherent perfect absorption originally proposed in optics. By designing appropriate acoustic

metamaterial structures with resonating effective bulk modulus or density, we show that complete

absorption of incident waves impinging on the metamaterial can be achieved for either

symmetrical or anti-symmetrical inputs in the forward and backward directions. By adjusting the

relative phase between the two incident beams, absorption can be tuned effectively from unity to

zero, making coherent control useful in applications like acoustic modulators, noise controllers,

transducers, and switches. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4869462]

Attenuation of acoustic waves has always been a chal-

lenging issue in applications of sound-screening, noise control,

and vibration damping due to the intrinsically weak absorption

using composite materials, especially, when the thickness of

the material is much less than a wavelength.1–4 Much efforts

have been spent to enhance the absorption efficiency through

the usage of metamaterials5–7 with resonating structures in

both optical and acoustic domain recently, since they can be

designed and engineered in very flexible manners. These can

be used as metamaterial absorbers.8–14 For example, Mei and

colleagues have demonstrated a nearly perfect absorber with

dark acoustic metamaterials, by utilizing the flapping motion

of rigid platelets, through manipulating the local energy den-

sity around the metamaterial atoms.15 These developments

have demonstrated acoustic metamaterials can act as a very

flexible platform in enhancing absorption efficiency. If we can

further dynamically tune the absorption, these metamaterials

can be useful for modulating signals, tunable noise control,

and even switches. In this article, we are interested in one of

the recent techniques of tuning using coherent control of inci-

dent beams. By controlling the coherence of the input waves,

one can dynamically tune the absorption coefficient on the tar-

get material up to unity. It is called coherent perfect absorption

(CPA), originally proposed in the optical domain by Chong

et al.16 as the time-reversed counterpart of a laser that fully

absorbs incoming coherent light with a specific set of relative

phases and intensities. Recently, Zheludev’s group17 have also

experimentally demonstrated CPA by controlling the coher-

ence between two light beams shining on an optical metamate-

rial with symmetrical inputs, i.e., forward and backward

incident beams with equal amplitude and phase. Comparing to

other conventional approaches of tuning through nonlinearity

or geometric tuning, coherent control has an advantage that it

is intrinsically dynamic but can be achieved efficiently without

changing the material or geometric parameters.

In this Letter, we extend the CPA mechanism into the

domain of acoustic waves and achieve perfect absorption

using metamaterial structures with thickness much less than

a wavelength. Two specially designed structures are devel-

oped to obtain CPA for symmetrical and anti-symmetrical

inputs, respectively. The symmetrical or anti-symmetric

inputs mean that the two coherent inputs (of pressure waves)

in the forward and backward directions are with equal ampli-

tude and with the relative phase of either 0 or p. While sym-

metrical inputs intuitively lead to constructive interference at

the sample to induce perfect absorption when the metamate-

rial is designed appropriately, we also show that anti-

symmetrical inputs can also lead to perfect absorption. In

both cases, the specific requirement (transmission and reflec-

tion properties) on the thin metamaterial is deduced from the

general CPA condition that scattered waves and incident

waves are out of phase but with the same amplitude. We will

show that a symmetrical/anti-symmetrical CPA requires a

resonance in the effective bulk modulus/density of the acous-

tic metamaterial. Furthermore, we can control the absorption

coefficient from unity to zero by tuning the relative phase

between two coherent inputs, as a mechanism of modulation.

For simplicity, we consider two normally incident

coherent acoustic beams impinging on both sides of a sample

with mirror symmetry in the propagation direction, as shown

in Fig. 1(a). The purple and green arrows indicate input and

output acoustic beams, with the sample of subwavelength

thickness in between. The inputs (I) and outputs (O) are

related by the scattering matrix S by

Oþ

O�

� �
¼ S

Iþ

I�

� �
¼ t r

r t

� �
Iþ

I�

� �
; (1)

where I6 and O6 are the far-field components of the complex

pressure field with reference to the middle plane of the sam-

ple in the forward (þ) and backward (�) directions indicated

by the superscripts. Because of the assumed mirror symmetry

of the sample, the scattering matrix S owns the same complex

transmission (t) and reflection (r) coefficients in both propa-

gating directions. We can define the forward and backward

scattered waves as s6 ¼ O6 � I6 and CPA is based on the

existence of zero eigenvalues of the scattering matrix S.16
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When this condition is met, the incident beams, taken as one

of the eigenstates, are trapped inside the sample without any

leakage. In other words, O6 ¼ 0 or s6 ¼ �I6: scattered

waves and incident waves are with the same amplitude but

out of phase. In fact, any pairs of incoming plane waves

Iþ; I�ð Þ can be expressed as a linear superposition of the

symmetrical excitation and anti-symmetrical excitations as

Iþ

I�

� �
¼ a

a

� �
þ b
�b

� �
; (2)

with a and b representing the amplitudes of the two sets of

incident waves. By substituting Eq. (2) to Eq. (1), the scat-

tered waves can be written as

sþ

s�

� �
¼ ssym

a
a

� �
þ sasym

b
�b

� �
; (3)

where

ssym ¼ tþ r � 1; sasym ¼ t� r � 1: (4)

The symmetrical response (ssym) and the anti-symmetrical

responses (sasym) of the sample are then decoupled (as

expected from the eigenvalue problem of S). The symmetri-

cal or the anti-symmetrical response corresponds to incident

and scattered waves with equal amplitudes (large enough to

cancel out the incident waves) and with relative phase 0 or p
between the forward and backward directions. Therefore, if

we can design a metamaterial structure with resonating sym-

metrical response so that ssym þ 1 ¼ tþ r ¼ 0, we will have

CPA with symmetrical waves as inputs. We call this sym-

metrical CPA and it is therefore intuitive to look for those

acoustic metamaterial structures generating negative (or res-

onating) effective bulk modulus. The structure can have

response in density but it can only affect sasym whose value is

not important in this case. Similarly, if we can design a meta-

material structure with resonating anti-symmetric response

so that sasym þ 1 ¼ t� r ¼ 0, we will have anti-symmetrical

CPA and we should look for those acoustic metamaterials,

which are able to generate negative (or resonating) effective

density for the anti-symmetrical CPA. In a graphical visual-

ization, the coherent absorption coefficient (the fraction of

the total incident power being absorbed by the metamaterial)

can be written as

A ¼ �2 Re sð Þ � jsj2; (5)

where s can be either ssym for symmetrical inputs or sasym for

anti-symmetrical inputs. For a passive system (A > 0), we

can plot the coherent perfection coefficient A in Fig. 1(b) for

all possible values of s according to Eq. (5). Then, the CPA

condition can be summarized as s ¼ �1, which is the only

location to achieve a value one for A (see Fig. 1(b)).

In the following, we begin on designing an acoustic

metamaterial in achieving symmetrical CPA. It needs meta-

material structures with resonating bulk modulus (with no

restriction on the density) to give ssym ¼ �1. One usual

metamaterial atom to give negative bulk modulus is the

Helmholtz resonator.18 The Helmholtz resonator is often

being used to reduce sound in the low and medium frequency

range, and the absorption coefficient can be modified by

adjusting its geometrical parameters. In this case, the meta-

material is working in a waveguide environment (resonator

attached to one side of a background waveguide of air), as

shown in Fig. 2(a). The air density and sound velocity are

qa ¼ 1:21kg=m3; ca ¼ 343 m=s. As the resonator does not

have any anti-symmetrical response ðsasym ¼ 0Þ, we obtain

ðt; rÞ ¼ ð0:5;�0:5Þ from Eq. (4) as the requirement on the

metamaterial structure. Fig. 3(a) shows the real and imagi-

nary parts of t and r obtained by simulating the single-sided

incidence of the fundamental mode in the background

waveguide on the structure using full-wave finite-element

analysis (COMSOL Multiphysics). It is found that the condi-

tion t ¼ �r ¼ 1=2 is satisfied at the wavelength around

10.4 m with the various geometrical parameters (shown in

Fig. 2(a)) being set at lx¼ 40 cm, ly¼ 30 cm, w¼ 1 mm, and

h¼ 2 cm. To achieve the condition, we have employed an

iterative procedure to obtain the design: varying the size of

resonator to shift resonating frequency and varying the width

of the neck to change the absorption rate (or the amplitude of

tþ r). We note that the dissipation loss of the structure

comes from air viscosity, particularly, in the neck part of the

Helmholtz resonator (the gray region in Fig. 2(a)).19 Next,

we numerically simulate the situation when symmetrical

inputs impinge on the metamaterial structure. When trans-

mission and reflection properties tþ r ¼ 0ð Þ is achieved,

CPA phenomenon for symmetric inputs can be achieved at

the same wavelength (indicated by the black solid dashed

line) as shown in Fig. 3(b).

For the case of anti-symmetrical CPA, a special struc-

ture with anti-symmetrical response is needed to make these

two anti-symmetric inputs interfere constructively (to trigger

the absorption of the structure) like the symmetrical CPA. In

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the coherent perfect absorber. I6;O6 denote the

complex pressure field amplitudes of the input (I) and output (O) waves in

the forward (þ) and backward (�) directions, respectively. (b) Coherent

absorption coefficient A in terms of metamaterial response s: either the sym-

metric response function (ssym) or the anti-symmetric response function

(sasym) for anti-symmetrical inputs defined in Eq. (4). CPA condition is at

s ¼ �1.

FIG. 2. Design of metamaterial structures in achieving CPA. (a) A

Helmholtz resonator attached to a background waveguide of air to achieve

symmetrical CPA. (b) A soft membrane (red region) mounted on a solid

frame (blue region) in a waveguide of water to achieve anti-symmetric CPA.

The relevant geometric parameters are adjusted to obtain the CPA condition

in Fig. 1(b).
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this case, we would design such a structure with resonating

effective density,20–22 in order to radiate resonantly in both

directions with the same amplitude but out of phase. A rigid

baffle (blue region) with the soft materials (red region, acting

as a membrane) in its opening is inserted in the waveguide,

as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). In this example, the structure for

anti-symmetrical CPA is designed for operation in a back-

ground waveguide filled with water, and the water density

and velocity are qw ¼ 1000 kg=m3, cw ¼ 1481 m=s. Since it

has negligible symmetrical response ðssym ¼ 0Þ, we can get

ðt; rÞ ¼ ð0:5; 0:5Þ from Eq. (4) as the condition of anti-

symmetrical CPA in this case. In Fig. 3(c), the anti-

symmetrical CPA condition t ¼ r ¼ 1=2 is obtained for a

wavelength in water of about 2.76 m with the geometrical

parameters (shown in Fig. 2(b)) being set at

ay ¼ 25 cm; dy ¼ 1 m; tt ¼ 6 cm. Here, the copper baffle is

acting as a hard frame to hold the soft membrane, which can

resonate back and forth to create the anti-symmetrical

scattering waves. The density, longitudinal, and transverse

velocity of the copper are taken as qc ¼ 8500 kg=m3,

cc;l ¼ 4558:2 m=s, and cc;t ¼ 2270:5 m=s. Polymers such as

rubbers can be assumed to be good candidates to meet this

set of soft material with q ¼ 2300 kg=m3, cl ¼ 1408:3 m=s,

and ct ¼ 148:2 m=s, where q; cl; ct are the density, longitu-

dinal, and transverse velocities. Again, the design with

t ¼ r ¼ 1=2 is obtained by shifting the resonating frequency

by the dimension of the membrane and the absorption rate

(or equivalently t-r) is changed by adjusting the ratio ay=dy,

and a loss tangent of 0.045 is included in Young’s modulus

of the rubber. Again, the complete coherent absorption of

anti-symmetrical input signals can be confirmed at the corre-

sponding wavelength, at which the specific anti-symmetrical

CPA condition is satisfied (Fig. 3(d)). Furthermore, the

absorption bandwidth of the proposed structures can be

controlled by changing their geometry parameters. For

example, for the symmetrical CPA, a broader bandwidth can

be obtained by decreasing its cavity width. Employing multi-

resonances can also be possible route to achieve a larger

bandwidth but further investigations will be needed.23

In both structures, geometrical parameters lx and tt can

be regarded as the thicknesses of the metamaterial. At their

individual working condition of CPA, they are both deeply

sub-wavelength (lx � k=26 and tt � k=46). Therefore, CPA

in acoustics can be achieved using a very thin resonating

metamaterial, making ultra-thin devices possible. For exam-

ple, if we would like to use CPA to make an ultra-thin modu-

lator, the output acoustic wave intensity or equivalently the

absorption can be controlled by tuning the relative phase or

intensity between the two incident beams from forward and

backward directions. Here, if the intensities are kept equal

and the relative phase between the two coherent acoustic

beams is modulated, the output intensities will be a function

of the relative phase. The ratio of the maximum by minimum

outgoing field intensity obtained when varying the relative

phase from 0 to p is defined as the modulation depth, reflect-

ing the ability of tuning absorption of the structures at each

wavelength. A larger modulation depth indicates a more flexi-

ble control on the absorption efficiency. While the relative

phase is modulated, the inputs change from symmetrical

inputs to anti-symmetrical inputs, and vice versa. The symme-

trical/anti-symmetrical CPA structure will go from nearly

zero transmission to full transmission (100%). Hence, both

CPA structures should have the maximal modulation depth

value, at the CPA working wavelength indicated by the verti-

cally orange dashed lines shown in Fig. 4. For the two demon-

strated structures, we have obtained modulation depth of

around 700 and 130 for the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical

CPA. The modulation depth can be further increased by

FIG. 3. Wavelength-dependence of the simulated one-sided transmission (t) and reflection (r) coefficients of the symmetrical CPA (a) and the anti-symmetrical

CPA (c) metamaterial structure. (b) and (d): Coherent absorption spectra of symmetrical or anti-symmetrical CPA structures. The horizontal dashed lines high-

light the relevant values to satisfy the CPA condition in each case. The vertical dashed line in each graph shows the wavelength for which the absorption effect

is maximal.
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having the CPA condition more accurately respected. For

example, by examining Fig. 3(c), t� r has a very small am-

plitude at the working wavelength but it can be further

improved by fine-tuning the structural parameters to approach

an even smaller jt� rj. On the other hand, from our numeri-

cal results, the CPA is very robust and a modulation depth

over 100 is easily reachable.

In conclusion, we have shown the requirement of trans-

mission and reflection properties of either symmetrical or

anti-symmetrical CPA can be satisfied using specific geomet-

rically tuned subwavelength structures, and the coherent per-

fect absorption for both structures is numerically supported

by full-wave simulations with finite-element analysis. For

obtaining the symmetrical CPA effect, we have employed

the Helmholtz resonator structure with resonating effective

bulk modulus. In order to obtain the anti-symmetrical CPA

effect, a membrane structure with resonating effective den-

sity is employed to generate anti-symmetric scattered waves

to cancel out the incident waves. Such investigations of con-

trolling the absorption efficiency will be very useful for

coherent acoustic wave control with metamaterials, and our

designs will also be useful for applications like noise control,

modulator, transducer, and switches.
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